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Abstract
This report gives codes for the DSMC method for two collision models: the constant
hard-sphere and the variable hard-sphere. The codes are written in arbitrary units (or
non-dimensional form). The relationship between such a code and the conventional
dimensional form in the standard text (Bird, 1994) is explained. The codes are set up
for plane 1D Couette flow for a gas with a ratio of specify heats γ = 5/3. Some results
for velocity and temperature profiles are given for Knudsen numbers of 0.01 and 0.05.
1 Introduction
The flow considered here is plane 1D Couette flow. Two parallel flat plates (parallel
to the x-axis) are separated by a distance H containing a gas initially at rest. One
plate (at y = H) is set in motion impulsively with an x-velocity of Vw, while the other
plate (at y = 0) remains at rest. Diffuse reflection of molecules is assumed at each
plate. Final results are obtained from averages taken after steady state is assumed to
be reached. When presenting the results, advantage is taken of the plane of symmetry
mid-way between the plates, to combine the results from the top and bottom half of the
flow. A new origin for y is thus set mid-way between the plates in the final presentation
of gas velocity and temperature profiles across the flow.
2 Non-dimensional codes
These codes are written in non-dimensional form, following the style used by Bird (1976).
The product of the gas constant and the wall temperature RTw is set to unity as is the
separation between the plates H. These variables are not dropped from the code1 so
‘proper’ values of these parameters (in any units) can be set with no other change to the
codes. A more detailed explanation of the non-dimensional code is given in §2.1.
1Although Matlab may not do so, many compilers (for FORTAN90, for example) will recognize that mul-
tiplication by unity is a waste of time, and might drop the constants from the machine code.
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The inputs to the code are non-dimensional parameters the wall speed ratio Sw =
Vw/ (2RTw)
1
2 and the Knudsen number Kn = λ/H for the initial undisturbed gas (of
uniform density across the gap between the plate)footnoteWe expect, from other con-
siderations, that results for this flow in non-dimensional form (e.g. T/Tw, v/ (2RTw)
1
2 ),
will depend only on the non-dimensional parameters Kn and Sw.. The input Knudsen
number, for the hard-sphere calculation2, is based on the the kinetic theory mean free
path of hard-sphere molecules, i.e.,
λ =
(√
2nσ
)−1
. (1)
From these the wall speed, Vw = Sw (2RTw)
1
2 , and desired mean free path , λ = KnH,
can be calculated, from the specified values of RTw and H. The other input parameters
are the number of cells, and the number of particles in the simulation. From these, the
volume of one cell can be calculated (for the given value of H) and the number density
of simulator particles (particles/unit volume) in the initial state.
2.1 Relation to standard dimensional codes (Bird 1994)
The non-dimensional codes can be related to the dimensional codes given by Bird (1994)
as follows. In the dimensional codes, a parameter FN is used to represent the number of
real molecules represented by each simulator particle (typically FN >> 1). The number
of collision selections, in time step ∆t, in a cell of volume Vc containing N simulator
particles, is given by
Nsel =
1
2
N
N¯FN
Vc
σgmax∆t (2)
which is Eq. 11.4 (Bird 1994) adapted for a constant collision cross-section σ of a hard-
sphere gas3. For hard-sphere collisions, the Nsel possible collision pairs are accepted for
collision with a probability of
g
gmax
.
The expected number of collisions in the cell for this one time step is
Ncoll =
〈g〉
gmax
Nsel =
1
2
Nnσ 〈g〉∆t
where 〈g〉 is the average collision speed amongst the Nsel possible collision pairs. The
average simulator collision rate (collisions/simulator/time) is
νsim =
2Ncoll
N∆t
= n 〈g〉σ
2The meaning of the input Knudsen number for the variable-hard-sphere calculation is discussed is §3.1
3Note that N¯ is either a time-average or ensemble average of the number of simulator particles in the cell,
and that Nsel = 12Nnσgmax∆t where n =
N¯FN
Vc
is an estimate of the number density of the real gas in this cell.
The number density is the one bit of macroscopic information (i.e. information derived from all the simulator
particles in the cell) that DSMC must use to make sure the simulator collision rate (collisions/particle/time)
matches the molecule collision rate in the real gas (collisions/molecule/time). DSMC must use this macroscopic
information because the collision rate is not determined by how often simulator particles actually ‘touch’ each
other. Bird (2006) has introduced a scheme whereby the instantaneous number of particles in the cell N
might be used to estimate the macroscopic number density (n ≈ FN (N − 1) /Vc) while avoiding the statistical
problem which prompted the use of N¯ , rather than N . See the discussion before Eq. (11.3) in Bird (1994).
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which agrees with the standard kinetic theory result for the hard-sphere collision rate of
the ‘real’ hard-sphere gas, provided n is a good estimate of the gas number density, and
〈g〉 is a good estimate of the mean relative speed of the gas molecules.
One way of interpreting the non-dimensional codes is to say that the collision cross-
section in the non-dimensional code is set artificially large (by a factor FN in fact). Note
that, for a specified mean free path λ in the initial state the code sets the simulator
cross-section as
σs =
(√
2nsλ
)−1
(3)
where
ns =
N
Vc
is the simulator number density (in the initial state), and N is the number of simulator
particles. The cross-section in a dimensional code is set as the ‘real’ value σ, the number
density is set as the real value n = FNns. The mean free path follows from Eq. 1, which
can be re-arranged as
σ =
(√
2nλ
)−1
. (4)
Comparing this to the non-dimensional cross-section in Eq. 3 we see
σs
σ
=
n
ns
= FN .
The non-dimensional code calculates the number of collision selections as
Nsel =
1
2
N
N¯
Vc
σsgmax∆t =
1
2
N
N¯
Vc
(FNσ) gmax∆t
which agrees with Eq. 2.
3 Variable-hard-sphere VHS
The variable-hard-sphere collision model assumes that the total collision cross-section σ
is a function of relative velocity of collisions g, given by
σ = σr (g/g)
2υ
where σr is a reference (constant) cross-section, and gr a reference (constant) speed. In
the non-dimensional codes one can consider that σr is equivalent to FNσr in a standard
dimensional code. The scattering is isotropic in the centre-of-mass reference frame (i.e.
the same as the scattering between two hard-spheres with randomly distributed impact
parameters). The Chapman-Enskog viscosity of a collection of VHS particles is given by
µ =
15m (piRT )
1
2
8Γ (4− υ)
(4RT )υ
σrg2υr
(5)
where Γ is the Gamma function. Let µw be the viscosity at temperature Tw and we have
µ
µw
=
(
T
Tw
)ω
and ω ≡ 1
2
+ υ.
The extra input to the VHS code is ω from which υ is calculated.
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3.1 Nominal mean free path
The viscosity of a hard-sphere gas is given by setting υ = 0 (and σr = σ) in Eq. 5, to get
µ =
15m (piRT )
1
2
48σ
=
5pi
32
mnc¯√
2nσ
=
5pi
32
mnc¯λ
where c¯ = (8RT/pi)
1
2 is the mean thermal speed at equilibrium, n is the gas number
density. Thus the mean free path of hard sphere molecules is related to the viscosity of
hard sphere molecules as
λ =
32
5pi
µ
mnc¯
.
This relation can be used to define a nominal mean free path for any gas, including
a real gas or VHS gas, given by4
λhs ≡ 325pi
µ
mnc¯
. (6)
The use of this nominal mean free path λhs is not a claim that gas molecules actually
travel this distance on average between collisions, not is it a claim that the viscosity is
any particular function of temperature. The nominal mean free path is used to specify
the gas density, when the temperature, gas constant and viscosity are known.
3.2 Reference cross-section
The input λhs (evaluated at the wall temperature Tw) is used to set the viscosity at the
wall temperature as
µw =
5pi
32
mncwλhs, (7)
where cw ≡ (8RTw/pi)
1
2 . The reference speed gr is chosen as (4RTw)
1
2 . Putting this in
Eq. 5 and rearranging we have
µw =
15m (piRTw)
1
2
8Γ (4− υ)
(4RTw)
υ
σrg2υr
=
15m (piRTw)
1
2
8Γ (4− υ)σr
σr =
15m (piRTw)
1
2
8Γ (4− υ)µw (8)
Putting Eq. 7 into Eq. 8 we can calculate σr without needing to know the mass of one
molecule. Thus
σr =
6
Γ (4− υ)
(√
2nλhs
)−1
(9)
which is in a form similar to that of Eq. 4. This equation appears in the Matlab code as
sigmaref = (6/gamma(4-upsilon))/(sqrt(2)*nden1*lambda_hs);
An alternate form of coding, which uses Eq. 7 and Eq. 8 separately would be
rho1 = 1.0; cw = sqrt(8*RTw/pi); mass = rho1/nden1;
mu_w = (5*pi/32)*mass*nden1*cw*lambda_hs;
sigmaref = (15*mass*sqrt(pi*RTw))/(8*Gamma(4-upsilon)*mu_w);
Note that the mass term cancels in the final value of the reference cross-section.
4In other places, I have used what I usually prefer as a definition of a nominal mean free path: λnom ≡
2µ/ (mnc¯). Whenever results are given for a certain Knudsen number, one always has to check how the mean
free path was calculated, in particular its relation to the viscosity of the gas or DSMC model gas.
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4 Sample results
Results from the code are given for the hard sphere collision model in Fig. 1, and for
the VHS collision model in Fig. 2. The flow conditions are given in the figure captions.
Figure 1: Plane 1D Couette flow. Left: temperature profile. Right: mean flow speed profile.
Hard sphere collision model. Knudsen number Kn = λ/H = 0.01, where λ =
(√
2σn
)−1
,
σ = pid2 (collision cross-section, d is sphere diameter), n is the (uniform) particle number
density in the initial state, H is the plate separation. Particles have translation energy only,
therefore γ = 5/3. Wall speed ratio Sw = Vw/ (2RTw)
1
2 = 1.414, where Vw is the x-direction
(in-plane) relative speed of the walls. Tw is the wall temperature. Samples accumulated
between times 100 < t c¯w
H
< 300; c¯w = (8RTw/pi)
1
2 ).
The quoted Knudsen numbers are based on the nominal mean free path of Eq. 6. It is
possible that steady state was not reached in the hard-sphere calculation. The profiles
shown (for half flow) were formed by combining samples from top and bottom halves of
simulation region. In Macrossan (2001) I simulated Couette flow (for VHS particles to
compare with another method), except that there I calculated half the flow only, in a
frame of reference in which the plates moved with speed ±Vw/2. It appears that in some
figures I incorrectly calculated (or quoted) the speed ratio as Sw = (Vw/2)/ (2RTw)
1
2 .
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Figure 2: Variable Hard Sphere (VHS) collision model. Knudsen number Kn = λ/H =
0.05, where λ = 32
5pi
µw
mnc¯w
, n1 is the gas number density, m is the mass of one particle. µw
(see Eq. 7 ) is the Chapman-Enskog viscosity at the temperature Tw. Viscosity ‘law’ µ =
µw (T/Tw)
ω, where ω = 0.81. Sw = 1.414. Samples accumulated between times 300 < t
c¯w
H
<
900. Otherwise as in Figure 1
Matlab codes
The following Matlab script file sets conditions and calls function coufull.m.
clear all, close all, format compact,
Kn = 0.05; Sw = 1.414; % non-dimensional conditions set
Nc = 100; % number of cells across 1D flow
Nppc = 20; % number of particles per cell on average, initially
Nsteady = 300; % number of "flow times" to assumed steady state
omega = 0.81; % sets viscosity law vis = vis_ref(T/T_ref)^omega
global fspecref; fspecref = 0; % fraction specular reflection at walls
[tauratio,Nbar,ux] =coufull(omega,Kn,Sw,Nc,Nppc,Nsteady);
figure,plot(Nbar,1:(Nc)),
xlabel(’<N> IN CELL’),
ylabel(’CELL NUMBER’),
title(’DENSITY PROFILE’)
figure,plot(tauratio,1:Nc),
xlabel(’\tau/\tau_1’), ylabel(’CELL NUMBER’)
title([’<\tau/\tau_1>= ’ num2str(mean(tauratio))])
figure,plot(ux,1:(Nc),’b.’),
xlabel(’U_x/V_w’), ylabel(’CELL NUMBER’),
title(’VELOCITY PROFILE’)
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Purpose of various functions:
• Main function coufull.m: calculates flow and stores final results (accumulated sam-
ples from flow). Calls functions indx.m, sample.m, and one of two collision routine
(a) variable hard sphere routine (vhs.m) or (b) specialized hard sphere routine
(hs.m). (See initial comments in coufull.m) If variable hard sphere is chosen and
omega = 0.5, the results should be the same as those obtained by selecting hard
sphere option.
• Hard sphere collision routine hs.m or variable hard sphere vhs.m: calculates all
collisions in all cells for one time step.
• Indexing indx.m: constructs cross-reference array to identify all molecules in each
cell.
• Sampling routine sample.m: Adds to the accumulated samples in each cell.
• Post-processing profiles.m: Loads the data saved by coufull.m and draws the ve-
locity profile and temperature profiles to produce the graphs shown below.
Function coufull.m
function [tauratio,Nbar,ux]=coufull(omega,Kn,Sw,Nc,Nppc,Nsteady)
%% omega is viscosity power, vis = visref*(T/Tref)^omega)
%% if omeaga is negative, hard sphere collision model is used.
%% otherwise vhs, for 0.0 < omega < 1.
%% Couette flow, with given wall speed ratio Sw = Vw/sqrt(2RTw)
%% and given knudsen number = Kn = lambda/H, H = wall separation
%% Nc cells, Nppc particles/cell (on average)
%% therfore number of particles is Nppc*Nc.
%% at y = H plate has speed Vw, at y = 0 plate has speed 0
%% fspecref = fraction of specular reflection at walls, remainder diffuse
dbstop if all error
RTw = 1.0; rho1 = 1.0; H = 1.0; %% ARBITRARY UNITS
%% these could be set to real values in MKS units
%% RTw = ordinary gas constant (R) * wall temeprature (Tw) = R*Tw
lambda_hs = Kn*H;
% lambda_hs is a nominal mean free path = 32*/(5*pi)*vis/(rho*cmean)
% a slightly different nominal mean free path was used in
% J. Comput. Phys. v173, 600-619 (2001)
% there lambda_{nom} = 2*vis/(rho*cmean). lambda_{hs} is equal to
% the actual mean free path for hard spheres, but not the "actual mean free
% path" for VHS molecules. lambda_hs (in both cases) is a measure of the
% viscosity, density and temperature in the reference state.
global Vw ymax; Vw = Sw*sqrt(2*RTw); ymax = H; % full height
dy = ymax/Nc; vol = dy; % 1D vol = width*unity*unity
[’ lambda_{hs}/dy = ’ num2str(lambda_hs/dy) ]
Nm = Nppc*Nc; nden1 = Nppc/vol; % molecules/unit volume
global csd cmp; csd = sqrt(RTw); cmp = sqrt(2*RTw);% char. thermal speeds
cmean1 = sqrt(8*RTw/pi); % a characteristic (mean) thermal speed
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if omega < 0.5 % use special case constant hard sphere routines
omega = 0.5; HS = 1; VHS = 0; ’hard sphere’;
sigma = 1/(sqrt(2)*nden1*lambda_hs); % = pi*d^2, d = molecular diameter
% for hard sphere, upsilon = 0, and 6/Gamma(4-0) = 1;
% same equations as VHS, see below
tau_hs = lambda_hs/cmean1;
tau1 = tau_hs;
elseif omega <= 1
% if omega = 0.5, vhs routine will give hard sphere result
HS = 0; VHS = 1; ’VHS’, upsilon = omega - 0.5;
omega, upsilon
global sigmaref gref twoup
sigmaref = (6/gamma(4-upsilon))/(sqrt(2)*nden1*lambda_hs);
% OR: mass = rho1/nden1; mu_w = (5*pi/32)*mass*nden1*cmean1*lambda_hs;
% sigmaref = (15*mass*sqrt(pi*RT_W))/(8*Gamma(4-upsilon)*mu_w);
lambda_vhs = ((3 - upsilon)*(2 - upsilon)/6)*lambda_hs;
% lambda_vhs = actual mean free path for VHS, less than nominal
tau_vhs = lambda_vhs/cmean1; % expected mean free time for vhs collisions
tau1 = tau_vhs; % not equal to tau_hs, used to check actual collision rate
gref = sqrt(4*RTw); upsilon = omega - 0.5; twoup = 2*upsilon;
else
’omega > 1’, return;
end
% start at wall temperature
y = rand(1,Nm)*ymax;
vx = y/ymax*Vw + randn(1,Nm)*csd; % initial linear velocity profile
vy = randn(1,Nm)*csd; vz = randn(1,Nm)*csd;
tsteady = Nsteady*H/cmean1; tlimit = 3*tsteady; % long time required
dt = tau1/4; % small time step
maxstep = ceil(tlimit/dt) + 1;
global nsteps TN_in c_in dtvol sigdtvol gmax gAmax twoup gmin;
c_in = zeros(1,Nc); dtvol = dt/vol; if HS; sigdtvol = sigma*dt/vol; end
gmax = 4.5*csd*ones(1,Nc);
if VHS
twoup = 2*upsilon;
A = sigmaref*(gref./gmax).^twoup; % cross-section for max. velocity
gAmax = gmax.*A;
end
TN_in = zeros(1,Nc); c_in = zeros(1,Nc); nsteps = 0; % for sampling Nbar
global Ntot vxtot vytot vztot vxxtot vyytot vzztot % samples
nsamp = 0; Ntot = zeros(1,Nc); vxtot = zeros(1,Nc);
vytot = zeros(1,Nc); vztot = zeros(1,Nc); vxxtot = zeros(1,Nc);
vyytot = zeros(1,Nc); vzztot = zeros(1,Nc);
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steady = 0; % starts as unsteady flow
for step = 1:maxstep
if ~steady & step*dt>tsteady % clear samples
steady = 1; ’assumed steady state reached’ % assumed steady now
nsteps = 0; TN_in = zeros(1,Nc); c_in = zeros(1,Nc);
end
y = y + vy*dt;
for m = 1:Nm % check boundaries, for all molecules
if y(m) < 0 % reflect from stationary wall
[y(m),vx(m),vy(m),vz(m)] = ...
reflectwall0(y(m),vx(m),vy(m),vz(m));
end
if y(m) > ymax % reflect from moving wall
[y(m),vx(m),vy(m),vz(m)] = ...
reflectwall1(y(m),vx(m),vy(m),vz(m));
end
if y(m) < 0 | y(m) > ymax; ’y out of range’, y(m), vy(m), dtr, end
end
pcell = ceil(y/dy); % cell # for this molecule, max(cell),min(cell)
[plist,N_in,badd] = indx (pcell,Nc);
if steady & mod(step+2,4) == 0
% samples one mean free time apart, before collisions
[nsamp] = sample(vx,vy,vz,plist,badd,N_in,nsamp); % add to sample
end
if HS
[vx,vy,vz] = HS(vx,vy,vz,plist,badd,N_in); % hard-sphere collisions
else
[vx,vy,vz] = VHS(vx,vy,vz,plist,badd,N_in); % VHS collisions
end
if steady & mod(step,4) == 0
% after collisions, add to sample. final average before and after
[nsamp] = sample(vx,vy,vz,plist,badd,N_in,nsamp);
if mean(Ntot) > 2e7, ’ sample size large enough?’, break; end
end
end
cpp = (2*c_in./TN_in); % colls/particle for each cell < 1
figure,plot(cpp),ylabel(’colls/particle/time step’)
crate = cpp/dt; % collision rate colls/particle/time
tauratio = (1./crate)/tau1; Nbar = TN_in/nsteps;
ux = vxtot./Ntot/Vw; % mean velocity ux/V_w in each cell
cond = [Kn Sw Vw ymax/H RTw Nsteady];
save cond.txt cond -ascii; save nsamp.txt nsamp -ascii
save Ntot.txt Ntot -ascii; save vxtot.txt vxtot -ascii
save vytot.txt vytot -ascii; save vztot.txt vztot -ascii
save vxxtot.txt vxxtot -ascii; save vyytot.txt vyytot -ascii
save vzztot.txt vzztot -ascii;
return
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Wall reflection
function [y_new,vx_new,vy_new,vz_new] = reflectwall0(y,vx,vy,vz)
global csd cmp fspecref
if fspecref > rand % specular
y_new = -y; vy_new = -vy; vx_new = vx; vz_new = vz;
else
dtr = y/vy; % time remaining after hitting wall
vx_new = randn*csd; vz_new = randn*csd;
vy_new = cmp*sqrt(-log(rand));
y_new = dtr*vy_new;
end
return
function [y_new,vx_new,vy_new,vz_new] = reflectwall1(y,vx,vy,vz)
global csd cmp fspecref ymax Vw
if fspecref > rand % specular reflection
y_new = 2*ymax - y; vy_new = -vy; vx_new = vx; vz_new = vz;
else % diffuse
dtr = (y-ymax)/vy; % time remaining
vx_new = Vw + randn*csd; vz_new = randn*csd;
vy_new = -cmp*sqrt(-log(rand)); y_new = ymax + dtr*vy_new;
end
return
Function sample.m
function [nsamp] = sample(vx,vy,vz,plist,badd,N_in,nsamp);
% adds to flow samples
global Ntot vxtot vytot vztot vxxtot vyytot vzztot
nsamp = nsamp + 1;
Ntot = Ntot + N_in;
Nc = length(N_in);
for cell = 1:Nc
for pindex = 1:N_in(cell)
place = badd(cell) + pindex; % place in plist
p = plist(place);
vxtot(cell) = vxtot(cell) + vx(p);
vytot(cell) = vytot(cell) + vy(p);
vztot(cell) = vztot(cell) + vz(p);
vxxtot(cell) = vxxtot(cell) + vx(p)^2;
vyytot(cell) = vyytot(cell) + vy(p)^2;
vzztot(cell) = vzztot(cell) + vz(p)^2;
end
end
return
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Function indx.m
function [plist,N_in,badd] = indx (pcell,Nc)
Nm = length(pcell); plist = zeros(1,Nm);
debug = 1; % set this to zero for faster results
% ************************************************
N_in = zeros(1,Nc); badd = zeros(1,Nc);
for p = 1:Nm % count # in each cell
cell = pcell(p);
if debug & (cell>Nc | cell<1)
’error, particle ’,p,’ in cell ’,cell,Nc
return
end
N_in(cell) = N_in(cell) + 1;
end
ad = 0; % first base address is 0, for first cell
for cell = 1:Nc % set base address for each cell
if debug & N_in(cell)>Nm; ’ Nin error?’, return; end
badd(cell) = ad;
ad = ad + N_in(cell); % next base address
if debug & (ad>Nm)
’ error,cell,Nc ’,cell,Nc
’ N_in(cell) ’,N_in(cell)
’ ad,Nm’,ad,Nm,cell,Nc
return
end
end
N_in = zeros(1,Nc); % this is re-used and re-set (see below)
% now arrange the particle numbers in plist
% in cell order.
for p = 1:Nm
cell = pcell(p);
Ninc = N_in(cell) + 1; % # in cell so far
place = badd(cell) + Ninc; % place in plist, this particle
if debug & (place>Nm)
’ error,place, Nm ’,place,Nm
return
end
plist(place) = p; % particle # now in plist
N_in(cell) = Ninc; % update # in this cell so far
end
return
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VHS collision routine: VHS.m
function [vx,vy,vz] = VHS(vx,vy,vz,plist,badd,N_in);
global dtvol c_in TN_in nsteps % dtvol = dt/vol
global sumgA gAmax gref sigmaref twoup
debug = 0; if debug; dbstop if error; end
gmin = 1e-6*gref; % avoids infinite cross-section, for g = 0
Nc = length(badd);
TN_in = TN_in + N_in; nsteps = nsteps + 1; Nbar = TN_in/nsteps;
Nsel = floor(0.5*N_in.*Nbar.*gAmax*dtvol + rand(1,Nc)); % vectorised?
for cell = 1:Nc
N = N_in(cell);
if N>1 % only for at least 2 particles in cell
if debug & Nsel(cell)<1
’ hs: cell,Nsel ’,cell,Nsel(cell)
’ N,dt/vol ’,N,dtvol,gAmax; return
end
b0 = badd(cell); Ncol = 0;
gAm = 0.0; % detects the largest value at each time step
for sel = 1:Nsel(cell)
k1 = ceil(rand*N); % first collision particle
k2 = k1; while k2 == k1; k2 = ceil(rand*N); end
p1 = plist(b0 + k1); p2 = plist(b0 + k2);
gx = vx(p1) - vx(p2); % collision velocity
gy = vy(p1) - vy(p2); % = rel. velocity
gz = vz(p1) - vz(p2);
g = sqrt(gx^2 + gy^2 + gz^2);
if g > gmin
A = sigmaref*(gref/g)^twoup; gA = g*A;
gAm = max([gAm,gA]);
if gA/gAmax(cell) > rand % accept this pair, do collision
if debug, sumgA = sumgA + gA; end
c_in(cell) = c_in(cell) + 1.0;
if debug; Ncol = Ncol + 1; end
[vx(p1),vy(p1),vz(p1),vx(p2),vy(p2),vz(p2)] = ...
newvel(vx(p1),vy(p1),vx(p1),vx(p2),vy(p2),vz(p2),g);
end % collision
end % g is large enough
end % selection
gAmax(cell) = max( [1.1*gAm, 0.98*gAmax(cell)] );
% use the latest largest value found, with margin for error.
% if gmax is decreasing, use smaller value
if debug
’acceptance ratio = ’,Ncol/Nsel(cell)
end
end % N > 1
end % cells
return
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Isotropic scattering: newvel.m
function [vx1,vy1,vz1,vx2,vy2,vz2]=newvel(vxa,vya,vza,vxb,vyb,vzb,g)
vcmx = 0.5*(vxa + vxb); % center of mass velocity
vcmy = 0.5*(vya + vyb);
vcmz = 0.5*(vza + vzb);
cm = 2;
while cm >= 1
am = 2.0*rand - 1.0;
bm = 2.0*rand - 1.0;
cm = am^2 + bm^2;
end
dm = 2.0*sqrt(1.0 - cm);
fx = 1.0 - 2*cm; % direction cosines
fy = am*dm; % of post-collision g
fz = bm*dm; % points any direction, uniformly
gx = fx*g; gy = fy*g; gz = fz*g;
vx1 = vcmx + 0.5*gx;
vy1 = vcmy + 0.5*gy;
vz1 = vcmz + 0.5*gz;
vx2 = vcmx - 0.5*gx;
vy2 = vcmy - 0.5*gy;
vz2 = vcmz - 0.5*gz;
return
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Hard sphere collision routine
function [vx,vy,vz] = HS(vx,vy,vz,plist,badd,N_in);
global sigdtvol c_in TN_in nsteps gmax % sigdtvol = sigma*dt/vol
debug = 0; if debug; dbstop if error; end
Nc = length(badd);
TN_in = TN_in + N_in; nsteps = nsteps + 1; Nbar = TN_in/nsteps;
Nsel = floor(0.5*N_in.*Nbar.*gmax*sigdtvol + rand(1,Nc)); % vectorised?
% note sigma*dt/vol constant = sigdtvol
for cell = 1:Nc
N = N_in(cell);
if N>1 % only for at least 2 particles in cell
%Nsel = floor(0.5*N*Nbar(cell)*gmax(cell)*sigma*dt/vol + rand); %
%fractional collision done randomly
if debug & Nsel(cell)<1
’ hs: cell,Nsel ’,cell,Nsel(cell)
’ N,sigma*dt/vol ’,N,sigdtvol
return
end
b0 = badd(cell);
gm = 0.0; % detects the largest value at each time step
Ncol = 0;
if (debug); sumg = 0.0; end
for sel = 1:Nsel(cell)
%’ sel = ’,sel
k1 = ceil(rand*N); % first collision particle
k2 = k1; while k2 == k1; k2 = ceil(rand*N); end
p1 = plist(b0 + k1); p2 = plist(b0 + k2);
gx = vx(p1) - vx(p2); % collision velocity
gy = vy(p1) - vy(p2); % = rel. velocity
gz = vz(p1) - vz(p2);
g = sqrt(gx^2 + gy^2 + gz^2);
if debug; sumg = sumg + g; end
gm = max([gm,g]);
if g/gmax(cell) > rand % accept this pair
c_in(cell) = c_in(cell) + 1.0;
if debug; Ncol = Ncol + 1; end
[vx(p1),vy(p1),vz(p1),vx(p2),vy(p2),vz(p2)] = ...
newvel(vx(p1),vy(p1),vx(p1),vx(p2),vy(p2),vz(p2),g)
end % collision
end % selection
gmax(cell) = max( [1.1*gm, 0.95*gmax(cell)] );
% use the latest largest value found, with margin for error.
% if gmax is decreasing, use smaller value 0.95 factor,
% but what if low gm found by "chance"?
end % N > 1
end % cells
return
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Post-processing
%% load the data saved by coufull.m, draw profiles
close all, clear all
load cond.txt; Kn = cond(1); Sw = cond(2);
Vw = cond(3); ymax = cond(4); RTw = cond(5);
load Ntot.txt;
load vxtot.txt; load vytot.txt; load vztot.txt;
load vxxtot.txt; load vyytot.txt; load vzztot.txt;
ux = vxtot./Ntot; uy = vytot./Ntot; uz = vztot./Ntot; % mean velocity
Nc = length(Ntot); dy = ymax/Nc; y = 0.5*dy:dy:ymax;
if 1
figure, plot(ux/Vw,y),
xlabel(’U_x/V_w’), ylabel(’y/H’), hold on, plot([0 1],[0 1 ],’r--’)
end
RTx = vxxtot./Ntot - ux.^2; % variance
RTy = vyytot./Ntot - uy.^2; % variance
RTz = vzztot./Ntot - uz.^2; % variance
RT = (RTx + RTy + RTz)/3;
if 1
figure, hold on, plot(RT/RTw,y), xlabel(’T/T_w’), ylabel(’y/H’)
end
%% now combine top and bottom profiles
hNc = Nc/2; bot = 1:hNc; top = Nc:-1:(hNc+1); Ntop = Ntot(top);
Nbot = Ntot(bot); N = Ntop + Nbot; ft = Ntop./N; fb = Nbot./N;
ux = ux - Vw/2; y = y - 0.5*ymax; % change ref frame to mid point
uxt = ft.*ux(top) - fb.*ux(bot); yt = y(top); figure,
plot(uxt/Vw,yt), xlabel(’U_x/V_w’), ylabel(’y/H’), hold on,
plot([0 0.5],[0 0.5],’r--’) RTfinal = ft.*RT(top) + fb.*RT(bot);
figure, plot(RTfinal/RTw,yt)
xlabel(’T/T_w’), ylabel(’y/H’)
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